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Abstract

Thermoacoustic instabilities arise for lean hydrogen-air flames propagat-

ing in narrow channels. We provide here a detailed experimental analysis of

such phenomena in a semi-confined vessel, analyzing the effect of the mix-

ture composition, geometry and gravity on the onset of acoustic-driven flame

vibrations.

Downward-propagating flames leaner than a critical value vibrate smoothly

and transit to the secondary oscillating instability, which develops strong

variations of pressure that couple with the propagation dynamics. The tran-

sition threshold changes during the propagation along very narrow channels,

where heat losses are no longer negligible. The parametric region of equiva-

lence ratio for the secondary thermoacoustic instability diminishes, showing

an additional transition for very lean flames. There, the front breaks into
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several structures and the flame-wave feedback becomes weaker.

The influence of gravity is studied by comparing upward and downward

propagating flames, where the Rayleigh-Taylor instability arises for suffi-

ciently small values of the Froude number in slow-propagating lean flames.

For a constant mixtue, buoyancy-driven upward-propagating flames develop

less wrinkled fronts than those propagating downwards, and remain unre-

sponsive to acoustic-front interaction. We show here a direct relation between

front shape and thermoacoustics.

In agreement with previous studies [1–3], curvature and strain effects on

conduction and diffusion characterize the response of the flame to pressure

perturbations, with the Markstein number controlling the aforementioned

transition. Nevertheless, the theoretical analyses found in the literature can

only be used on nearly equidiffusional mixtures, and are not accurate enough

to describe the highly diffusive fuel mixtures (i.e. lean hydrogen-air flames)

considered in our experiments.

Keywords: Hydrogen, narrow channels, Markstein number, thermoacoustic

instabilities, gravity

1. Introduction1

Hydrogen is one of the near-future green-fuel candidates for power gen-2

eration systems due to its high energy density and CO2-free emissions [4].3

Although lean premixed burning rises as one of the most efficient combus-4

tion procedures, lean hydrogen flames are inherently unstable. The density5
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change across the front, the competition between heat and mass diffusion,6

the effect of gravity and the interaction between acoustic waves and the front7

have a strong effect on the outline and behavior of premixed flames [5, 6]8

In particular, the vibratory motion of premixed flames first reported by9

Mallard and Le Chatelier [7] is studied here. The so-called thermoacoustic10

instabilities appear as a result of the coupling between reactive fronts and11

acoustic pressure waves in confined or semi-confined combustion chambers,12

which can potentially lead to critical failure of the system. Following the13

original Rayleigh’s criterion, pressure waves are amplified –theoretically– if14

they are in phase with the unsteady heat release of the flame. This trans-15

fer of energy between the front and the acoustic waves competes with the16

different damping mechanisms that arise in real configurations, such as vis-17

cous layers or heat losses. The competition between various effects may lead18

to an amplification, thus yielding a destabilizing effect, or an attenuation19

of the acoustic waves. First experimental studies reporting the marked be-20

havior of oscillating flames under smooth and violent regimes [8, 9], directly21

related it to acoustic coupling. Later, most experimental studies have inves-22

tigated the behavior of premixed downward-propagating hydrocarbon flames23

in tubes [10–12], always moving towards the closed end of the chamber.24

Other geometries, such as a Taylor-Couette [13] and narrow-channel Hele-25

Shaw burners [1], were more recently investigated using methane, propane26

and dymethilether (DME) mixed with air. Also, lean hydrogen-air mixtures27

were tested in squared cross-section tubes [14], which considered the effect28
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of acoustic forcing. Two main regimes of the acoustic oscillatory flames are29

recurrently found by all these authors as a result of the aforementioned cou-30

pling mechanism: the primary instability, a smooth and unwrinkled front31

vibration; and the secondary instability (also self-excited parametric), vio-32

lent pulses of the corrugated front.33

The first theoretical explanations to thermoacoustic instabilities were34

given by Markstein under the context of SQUID project after World War35

II [15, 16], who proposed the parametric instability driven by an imposed36

acoustic oscillating flow that interacted with the flame [17]. These analyses37

led to the Mathieu’s equation, which defined a stability criteria linking the38

amplitude and frequency of the oscillatory velocity and the wavelength of39

the perturbation. Later revisited by other authors [13, 18], the derived sta-40

bility diagrams were found to be strongly affected by diffusive and curvature41

effects, thus controlled by the Markstein number M . Although these stud-42

ies aim to extract information on the stability of the flame response upon a43

forcing fixed acoustic field, the self-excited acoustic oscillations of the flame44

have been theoretically explored only recently [19, 20]. To the best of our45

knowledge, all theoretical efforts based on the interaction of the acoustic field46

and the reacting front agree with the definition of the controlling parameter47

M in near-equidiffusional mixtures with Le ' 1.48

In favor of clarity and providing further understanding, experiments with49

highly-diffusive species, namely hydrogen-air mixtures, are therefore required.50

For this purpose, the selected burner configuration consists of a quasi-two-51
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dimensional Hele-Shaw cell, where the damping mechanisms can be adjusted52

and visual inspection can provide quantitative data. Preceding experiments53

in Hele-Shaw cells analyzed thermoacoustic instabilities for several hydro-54

carbons [1, 2], where the value of the Markstein number was found to be55

an important parameter playing a role in the different acoustic-flame inter-56

action regimes. Although the effect of gravity was neglected by positioning57

the chamber horizontally, vertical channels are studied here with the reaction58

fronts propagating in favor and against gravity acceleration. This work fur-59

ther analyzes thermoacoustic instabilities and related physical processes for60

lean hydrogen-air premixed flames in a very narrow channel configuration.61

The importance of the equivalence ratio, the role of the channel thickness as62

well as the effect of gravity are reported here.63

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the experimental64

setup and the procedure followed during the experimental campaign. Addi-65

tionally, important parameters of the study cases are given here. Section 366

shows the main results obtained and detailed discussions of the main findings67

of the work. In particular, the effects of equivalence ratio, channel thickness68

and buoyancy forces on the propagation of the flames. Finally, conclusions69

found in this work are given in section 4.70

2. Experimental Setup and Procedure71

The combustion chamber used in the following experiments is conformed72

by two 10-mm-thick plexiglass plates separated by a PVC sealing hollow73
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frame as sketched in Fig. 1, being the total volume enclosed by the cell 950×74

200× (10− 4) mm3 (L×W × h). The gap size (h) can be modified to assess75

effects related to heat losses and viscous damping. Also, the combustion76

chamber can be flipped vertically to study upward- or downward-propagating77

flames, thus reporting the importance of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability on78

modifying thermoacoustic dynamics.79
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup. High-speed images recorded using a Z-
shape Schlieren system. The dimensions of the cell L×W × h are included in the sketch.
The black arrows at the ignition end of the chamber represent the totally unobstructed
exit of the hot reaction products.

Hydrogen and air are mixed before entering the combustion chamber,80

controlling the fuel-to-air ratio with two precise EL-FLOW mass-flow con-81

trollers, which keep the error of the concentration of hydrogen within ±1%.82
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Prior to combustion, the mixture is fed via an injection port located at the83

ignition side of the chamber, keeping this end closed. The test mixture re-84

placed the more dense air through an opening valve at the opposite side.85

The complete charge of the chamber is checked at the outlet line using a gas86

analyzer RosemountTM CT5400 by comparing the inlet and outlet mixture87

composition. After a minute of exposure, the ignition end is fully reopened,88

the opposite-end valve is closed, and the mixture is ignited by a spark plug.89

The flames propagate towards a completely closed end in all the cases studied90

here, which produces a necessary acoustic reflection to trigger the phenomena91

under study.92

A Z-shape Schlieren optical system with a LED light source, two 280-mm-93

diameter mirrors, a set of lenses and a high-speed camera (Photron FAST-94

CAM SA 1.1 shooting at 1000 fps) is used to capture images of the flame95

front propagation. Due to the limited size of the mirrors, only partial visual-96

ization of the setup was possible during each experiment. The chamber can97

be shifted vertically to change and capture the region under consideration,98

thus covering the whole channel length in consecutive trials. Additionally, a99

pressure sensor (PCB M113B12) is located at the far closed end x = 900 mm100

to measure the acoustic pressure oscillations, with an accuracy of ±0.8%.101

The main properties of the analyzed mixtures are shown in Table 1 and102

they were calculated following the methodology introduced by Yañez and103

Kuznetsov [14]. Here φ indicates the equivalence ratio of the mixture cal-104

culated as ([H2]/[O2])/(H2]/[O2])st where [X] represents the percentage in105
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%vol.
H2

φ Tb [K] SL
[cm/s]

Le δT [mm] Fr2

×10−3

6 0.15 784 2.9 0.32 0.83 9
6.5 0.17 823 3.6 0.33 0.67 13
9.5 0.25 1055 10 0.34 0.24 102
10 0.26 1093 11 0.34 0.22 123
11 0.29 1169 15 0.34 0.16 229
12 0.32 1244 19 0.35 0.13 368
13 0.36 1319 23 0.35 0.10 539
14 0.39 1393 28 0.36 0.09 799
15 0.42 1466 35 0.36 0.07 1249

Table 1: Properties of lean hydrogen-air mixtures calculated at ambient temperature and
pressure.

volume of fuel or oxidant molecules, Tb stands for the adiabatic combustion106

temperature, SL is the planar flame velocity, Le represents the Lewis num-107

ber of hydrogen, δT = DT/SL is the thermal thickness of the flame with108

DT = 2.4 × 10−5 m/s2, and Fr2 = S2
L/(gh) is the squared Froude num-109

ber. Values not reported in [14] were calculated using Cantera and PREMIX110

(Chemkin II) codes.111

3. Experimental results112

A variety of experimental conditions are described below to provide de-113

tailed information on the behavior of lean premixed hydrogen flames, related114

to the onset and damping of thermoacoustic instabilities. Particularly, the115

composition of the mixture and the thickness of the channel are known to116

play decisive roles in hydrocarbon fuels. However, an extensive exploration117

of hydrogen-air mixtures is unavailable until now and, at first sight, different118
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considerations to classical studies may apply. Also, the influence of gravity119

on the flame dynamics is addressed.120

3.1. Effect of the mixture composition121

To begin with, the effect of the equivalence ratio φ is evaluated by keeping122

a constant 10-mm gap size h for downward-propagating flames. For mixtures123

with an equivalence ratio lower than the critical value, φ ≤ φc = 0.36, the124

flame experiences strong oscillations due to the coupling with the acoustic125

waves present in the chamber. These oscillations can be compared to those126

found by Veiga-Lopez et al. [1] and Martinez-Ruiz et al. [2] for rich (lean)127

enough propane and DME (methane) mixtures propagating in a similar ge-128

ometry.129

The left panel of Fig. 2(a) shows the temporal evolution of the flame130

velocity UL of an hydrogen-air flame with equivalence ratio φ = 0.26. The131

instantaneous flame velocity UL was calculated as UL = (Wh)−1dVb/dt,132

considering a flat flame with the same burned volume Vb. Note that, be-133

cause of a limitation in the visualization region, a discontinuous signal was134

obtained from consecutive experiments. Fig. 2(b)-left represents the over-135

pressure within the combustion chamber, upholding the coupling between136

flame and acoustics that is confirmed later by observing the matching be-137

tween the Fourier spectra of both the pressure and velocity signals depicted138

in Fig. 2(c)-left. In this case, the over-pressure rises up to 3 kPa producing139

an oscillating flame with velocity amplitude of around ±4 m/s. Moreover,140
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Figure 2: (a) Evolution of the flame velocity with time, for leaner (left) and richer (right)
conditions than φc = 0.36. The error on the calculation of the velocity is around ±2%.
(b) Over-pressure signal at the interior of the chamber. (c) Fourier spectra of both signals
normalized with the maximum amplitude. The maximum error for these calculations is
±3 Hz

the phase between both signals, found to be around 1 ms with an error or141

±1 ms due to the limited fps of the high-speed camera, is kept almost con-142

stant during the whole propagation of the observed flames. Additionally, we143

added in Fig. 3-left the Fourier spectrogram of the recorded pressure signal144

for a φ = 0.26 flame, which analyze the variation of the power level recorded145

at each frequency with time. The peak is always situated around 100 Hz,146

increasing with time when the flame is located within the first half of the147

combustion chamber, but showing a slight decrease once propagating along148
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the last half of the vessel. The latter could be related to the different dissi-149

pation mechanisms present in a real configuration (e.g., viscosity, heat, etc.).150

Also, the second and third longitudinal modes of the chamber appear in the151

frequency analysis, but showing a much lower contribution than the first152

acoustic mode.153

Figure 3: Fourier spectrograms of the pressure signals (fp) recorded for a hydrogen flame
under the secondary (φ = 0.26) and primary (φ = 0.39) regime. The power level at each
frequency and time of the signals is calculated by P = 20 log10

(
A /Ā

)
[dB], being A an

instantaneous amplitude and Ā the average amplitude.

Fig. 4(a)-(f) shows characteristic snapshots of the transition to secondary154

acoustic instability for a mixture with equivalence ratio φ = 0.26. Once ig-155

nited, Fig. 4(a) shows how the flame soon rumples due to hydrodynamic and156

thermodiffusive instabilities. At this point, the characteristic wavelength of157

the cells is λφ=0.26 ∼ 6 mm. Further down Fig. 4(b), some of the frequencies158

of the ignition noise (f ≈ 85 − 105 Hz -mixture dependent-) are amplified159

by the presence of the reactive front, undergoing a feedback mechanism be-160

tween each other. Here, the flame becomes nearly planar, propagating with161

an average velocity five times faster than the correspondent laminar burn-162
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ing velocity SL and experiencing small-amplitude oscillation at the acoustic163

frequency. Shortly after, in Fig. 4(c), the pressure waves are further mag-164

nified triggering the transition to the secondary instability regime that is165

identified by the formation of small wrinkles on the quasi-planar flame front166

with a characteristic wavelength λφ=0.26 ∼ 6.5 mm. As it is illustrated in167

Figs. 4(d-e), under the effect of such high-amplitude pressure waves, the168

reactive front evolves to form flame cells with a longer characteristic wave-169

length λφ=0.26 ∼ 25 mm separated by funnels penetrating towards the region170

occupied by the hot products (d). The pressure-driven flame oscillates at171

the acoustic frequency with peak flow velocities of around |UL| ∼ 4 m/s,172

one order of magnitude higher than SL. During the next stage of propa-173

gation (e), the flame-cell tips will evolve to form the long funnels, doubling174

the oscillation period at these particular points (mid-points of the cells and175

funnels). Nevertheless, the oscillation frequency of the average reaction front176

position xL =
∫ t
0
ULdt matches the frequency imposed by the pressure waves,177

as stated by Markstein [10] and Searby [11]. Finally, in Fig. 4(f), the ampli-178

tude of the movement is reduced as well as the size of the wrinkles during179

the final approach to the end of the chamber.180

However, for richer H2-air mixtures (φ > φc = 0.36), only primary acous-181

tic oscillations are observed. The right panels of Fig. 2(a)-(c) show the char-182

acteristic velocity observed in a flame with φ = 0.39, the over-pressure within183

the chamber and the normalized Fourier spectra of the signals respectively.184

Again, Fig. 3-right depicts the spectogram of the pressure signal. In this185
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Figure 4: Shadow images of a flame propagating downwards in the primary acoustic
oscillatory regime (φ = 0.39 > φc) at different times.

case, the signal is noisier but, still, the first acoustic longitudinal mode at186

the given conditions of the experiment (i.e., average temperature, chamber187

geometry, etc.) is found. A similar behaviour of the frequency peak as for the188

secondary acoustic regime is reported here. Furthermore, Figs. 5(a)-(c) were189

taken from experiments of flames propagating downwards under the effect of190

the primary acoustic instability only. Right after ignition (a), the flame shows191

a similar petal-like shape to that of the previous case. At approximately the192
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half of the combustion chamber (b), the front experiences small-amplitude193

(|UL| ≈ 0.5 m/s) oscillations with a frequency of f ≈ 135 Hz. The flame front194

becomes mostly planar by the effect of weak flame interaction with pressure195

waves, propagating with a similar outline until it reaches the end wall of the196

combustion chamber (c). Further enrichment of the mixture introduces other197

effects that produce different instabilities which are out of the scope of this198

work. Then, thermoacoustic processes begin to be less important, becoming199

even negligible.200

t = 0.0810 s t = 0.3575 s t = 0.5850 s

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 5: Shadow images of a flame propagating downwards in the primary acoustic
oscillatory regime (φ = 0.39 > φc) at different times.

Keeping a constant channel geometry (h = 10 mm), the transition to201

the secondary acoustic oscillations for hydrogen-air premixed flames takes202

place at φ < φc = 0.36. As already anticipated in [1], this behavior cannot203

be related neither to laminar burning velocity nor adiabatic flame temper-204

ature, as it takes place at very lean mixtures and these parameters show a205

non-monotonic trend over equivalence ratio. Stronger oscillations would be206
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expected for φ = 0.39 than for φ = 0.26, finding exactly the opposite behav-207

ior. Several works [1, 13, 14, 17, 18], followed the same idea of proposing the208

Markstein number as the controlling parameter for the transition to insta-209

bility under consideration of parametric acoustic instabilities. This idea has210

been applied for various fuels, such as methane, propane and dymethil ether211

(DME). In consonance with their findings, the transition to the secondary212

mode would appear for mixtures with a decreasing value of the stabilizing213

parameter. A similar trend is reported for very lean hydrogen-air mixtures.214

3.2. Effect of the channel gap215

The geometry of the vessel is known to partly influence the main natu-216

ral acoustic frequencies that might be excited during the propagation of a217

flame. Mostly, the length L would determine, given a constant temperature,218

the main longitudinal acoustic modes at which the front would vibrate. In219

our experiments, the transverse modes were never reported and therefore we220

consider that the width W has a second order contribution. This hypothesis221

is reinforced by the results given in [14], where a vessel of half the width222

compared to ours shows very similar thermoacoustic behaviour as our thick-223

est channel (i.e., h = 10 mm). In this section, we analyze the unchecked224

influence of the gap size h on the flames propagation by changing the hollow225

frame thickness from 10 to 4 mm with a 2-mm step for different mixtures.226

Figure 6 shows, (a) the variation of the maximum over-pressure and (b) the227

peak frequency of the waves over equivalence ratio for different h. The shad-228
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owed areas of Fig. 6(a) represent the primary thermoacoustic regions in the229

pressure-φ parametric space. Following similar criteria to those of [1], we230

consider that a flame experiences secondary acoustic oscillations when si-231

multaneously the over-pressure peak exceeds 1 kPa, the flame position shows232

a sudden slope change and there are important modifications in the overall233

outline of the front.234

Figure 6: (a) Variation with φ of the maximum acoustic pressure in the channel for varying
width h±1%. Shadowed areas represent the regions of primary acoustic instability regime.
(b) Effect of φ on the maximum oscillation frequency for different h± 1%. The frequency
peaks were found to have an average dispersion of around 0.8% (with a maximum of 2%)

. (c) Over-pressure signals obtained in the interior of a h = 6 mm chamber
for different φ.

Modifying the channel thickness h leads to two main changes in the ex-235

periments. First, the surface-to-volume ratio increases for decreasing h. This236

amplifies the conduction heat losses to the surrounding solid walls from both237

the reaction region and the hot combustion products. Also, thinner channels238
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lead to the increment of viscous dissipation of the acoustic waves. The acous-239

tic dissipation rate in a channel can be estimated by means of ∼ µ(v2/h2),240

with µ the viscosity of the mixture and v the induced velocity of the flow.241

For thin enough channels, the characteristic acoustic and viscous dissipation242

times are comparable [1], thus preventing the arising of acoustic instabili-243

ties by channel over-pressure reduction when decreasing h. Furthermore, the244

peak frequencies of the oscillations slightly reduce due to the diminished flame245

temperature, directly related to the speed of sound c =
√
γRgT . Momen-246

tum dissipation affects the upper transition limits to the secondary acoustic247

oscillations, modifying the critical equivalence ratio from φc ≈ 0.36 (h = 10248

mm) to φc ≈ 0.32 (h = 4 mm). Also, it should be noted from Fig. 6(a)249

and (c) that for mixtures of φ ≤ 0.25, channels with h ≤ 8 mm yield major250

attenuation of pressure waves recovering primary acoustic oscillations.251

t = 0.3985 s t = 0.9295 s

0.
27

 m

0.
36

 m

(a) (b)

x
y

25 m
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(c)

t = 1.25 - 3.15 s

Figure 7: (a)-(c) Post-processed shadow images of a flame propagating downwards in the
attenuated primary acoustic oscillations regime for φ = 0.25 and h = 4 mm. The circles
indicate the partially-quenched areas.
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Fig. 7 shows three characteristic images in the evolution of a near-limit252

flame φ = 0.25 propagating in a 4-mm gap. As explained above for thicker253

channels or sufficiently rich mixtures, it first oscillates smoothly at the sound254

frequency without modifying its general outline (a), dominated by hydrody-255

namic and thermodiffusive instabilities. Later, characteristic quenched areas256

appear along the front as marked in (b). In fact, heat losses are found to be257

critical close to the lean flammability limit, being responsible for breaking258

the front into several parts. Further down the broken front keeps dividing259

along its propagation (c), zigzagging until it reaches the end of the combus-260

tion chamber. This discontinuity of the front leaves several open warm-gases261

corridors for the acoustic waves to traverse the chamber weakly interacting262

with the flame. The lower density jump across the front produces a softer263

reflection of the acoustic waves locally. The feedback interaction is not as264

strong as for a 10-mm channel, where no quenched areas were found for the265

same mixture. The waves do not exceed 1-kPa pressure peaks and the flames266

are not able to transit to the secondary acoustic oscillation regime.267

3.3. Buoyancy effects268

Gravity has a non negligible effect neither on flame propagation nor269

thermoacoustics. Its influence is generally evaluated by the Froude num-270

ber Fr2 = S2
L/gh, which compares inertial to gravity effects. The impact271

of the gravity-driven Rayleigh-Taylor instability [21] on the flame-acoustic272

coupling for the combustion of lean hydrogen-air mixtures is evaluated by273
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reversing the combustion chamber, thus the flames propagate upwards. The274

channel gap size is kept constant h = 10 mm and we just varied the equiva-275

lence ratio to modify the speed and thermal thickness of the flames. Given a276

constant acceleration g, the dynamics of slow and thick (lean enough) flames277

is modified by the increasing importance of the buoyant products.278

Figure 8: Inner pressure within a h = 10 mm Hele-Shaw cell over equivalence ratio φ for
upward and downward-propagating flames.

The maximum over-pressure within the combustion chamber is plotted in279

Fig. 8 for both upwards and downwards propagating flames as a function of280

the equivalence ratio. The flammability limits for upward-propagating flames281

are extended as a consequence of the gravity-induced flow and of the flame282

curvature, which enhance flame burning and allows the ignition of leaner283

mixtures than for downward-propagating flames. Fig. 9 shows representative284

frames (at x ∼ 0.7 m from the open ignition end) of flames propagating285

upwards for the tested mixtures with the corresponding recorded acoustic286

signals.287

From Fig. 8 we know that the effect of gravity is almost negligible for suf-288
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Figure 9: Flame front shapes and recorded over-pressure at the combustion chamber
for different hydrogen-air mixtures of upward-propagating flames. The range of acoustic
pressure is not kept constant in subfigure (c) to facilitate the reading of the figures.

ficiently fast flames (φ ≥ 0.32 and Fr2 ≥ 0.37) and the microphones placed289

inside the combustion chamber only measured slight changes in the acous-290

tic pressure. As an example, we include in Fig. 9(d) the pressure changes291

measured for a flame with φ ≥ 0.32 that propagates in the primary acoustic292

instability regime. Fig. 9(c) shows a flame leaner than φc = 0.36, undergoing293

secondary oscillations as explained before for downward-propagating flames294
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with no noticeable changes from gravity effects.295

Surprisingly, a new transition from secondary to primary instabilities is296

identified for leaner mixtures φ = 0.26 in Fig. 9(b), where the flame front re-297

mains almost unperturbed by acoustics during its whole propagation. Unlike298

downward-propagating flames, the change in the maximum acoustic pressures299

is reduced to a mere 100 Pa. It is clear that gravity (Fr2 ≤ 0.12) has an300

effect on the development of acoustically-driven flame vibrations, eliminating301

the strong oscillations and favouring the weak primary ones.302

We show in Fig. 10 two detail pictures of a φ = 0.26 flame moving towards303

opposite directions before the acoustics exerts any influence on the propaga-304

tion of the flame. In Fig. 10(a), the flame propagating downwards presents305

a wrinkled front with an average wavelength λ̄ = 4 mm that emerge due306

to hydrodynamic and thermodiffusive instabilities. When moving upwards,307

gravity modifies the outline of the flame Fig. 10(b) tripling the average wave-308

length number of the cells formed in the reactive front λ̄ = 11 mm. Linear309

perturbation analysis [22] anticipates that gravity acting in the opposite di-310

rection to that of flame propagation would destabilize the flame for all the311

possible wave numbers, thus we would expect smaller lobes in upward than in312

downward-propagating flames. However, hot combustion products rely be-313

low fresh heavy reactants, generating an additional upward motion of light314

products due to buoyancy. Likewise, the curvature of the flame tip induces315

a flow tangential to the reactive front that convects large wavenumber per-316

turbations from the channel center towards the lateral channel walls [23],317
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stretching the flame and forcing the smooth reactive front observed in the318

pictures despite of the overall destabilizing effect introduced by gravity.319

(a) (b)

10 mm

= 4 mm = 11 mm

Figure 10: Front detail of two φ = 0.26 flames. The magenta arrows on the bottom corner
of the images define the propagation direction. Additionally, the mean wavelength (λ̄) of
each flame front wrinkles is written on top of its correspondent picture.

From these observations, we propose the flame shape, characterized by320

the average wrinkling of the front, as an additional parameter controlling321

the response of the flame to acoustics perturbations: as the reactive front322

becomes smoother, the flame becomes more stable regarding thermoacoustic323

instabilities. To further check this hypothesis, we tested very lean mixtures324

(φ = 0.15) dominated by buoyancy Fr → 0 in Fig. 9(a). Here, the front325

is very smooth and acquires the characteristic bubble shape delineated by326

Rayleigh-Taylor instability, as shown by Levy [24] for other fuels. The size of327

the bubble flame is of the order of magnitude of the channel width λ̄ ∼ W =∼328

200 mm, with all the smaller unstable cells convected away by the induced329

tangential flow [23]. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the pressure recorded within the330

chamber is constant, evidencing zero feedback between the bubble-like flame331
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and the pressure waves. In slightly richer mixtures (φ = 0.17), not shown in332

the figure, a double-headed flame of similar characteristics is observed, again,333

with no flame-acoustic interaction.334

3.4. Discussion335

Although it is still not well understood how the flame structure affects336

the self-induced transition between regimes, a direct relation between front337

wrinkling and a stronger feedback between acoustic waves and the flame338

has been reported here. Markstein [25] proposed that local changes of the339

instantaneous burning velocity and temperature can be directly related to the340

local curvature of the flame front, defined through the later-named Markstein341

number M . Therefore, a phenomenological relation of flame speed Sf was342

provided in the form343

Sf = SL −L K , (1)

where L represents the Markstein length and K comprises the flame stretch344

effects of curvature, strain and flame-surface. Numerous researchers followed345

this idea [26–34], further developing the theoretical definition of such a con-346

cept through linear perturbation analysis in the large activation energy limit.347

In this limit, the dimensionless activation energy β = Ea(Tb− Ta)/(RT 2
b ), or348

Zeldovich number, is assumed to be very large β →∞, reducing the reaction349

region to a thin surface that can be treated as a discontinuity. In addition,350

the assumption of nearly-equidiffusional mixtures ` = β(Le−1) = O(1) is re-351

quired to ensure deviations of the flame temperature from the adiabatic flame352
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temperature Tb of order β−1 and validate the thin-layer approach. This dou-353

ble limit yields an expliticit theoretical expression for the Markstein number354

355

M =
L

δT
=

1

γ
ln

1

1− γ
+
β(Le− 1)

2

(
1− γ
γ

)∫ γ/1−γ

0

ln(1 + x)

x
dx, (2)

where γ = (ρu − ρb)/ρb is the gas expansion parameter. This mixture-356

dependent magnitude proved itself very valuable in the study of general sta-357

bility of flame fronts, leading to a better understanding of Darrieus-Landau358

and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.359

Besides these successful studies, the strain-curvature effect described by360

the Markstein number was also explored in dynamical problems such as the361

flame-acoustic wave response. In particular, the theoretical models aiming to362

explain the flame-acoustic coupling followed the parametric instability anal-363

ysis proposed by Markstein [10, 13, 17, 18]. These analyses of flame response364

required the integration of Mathieu’s equation to depict the resulting stability365

diagrams [18, 35] in terms of the the pressure amplitudes and wavenumbers366

k of the perturbation that are unstable. The magnitude and frequency of367

the imposed acoustic pressure, the Froude number and the Markstein num-368

ber were identified on Mathieu’s equation as the parameters prescribing the369

response of the flame to a given perturbation [18].370

The following step was to relate the forcing-pressure (parametric) insta-371

bility, to the self-excited acoustic perturbation [19, 20]. As it was recently372
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reported there, unstable self-induced pressure oscillations were closely related373

to the parametric instability regimes. However, the interactions between the374

flame-induced acoustic pressure and the reactive front were discussed to be375

far more unstable than flames propagating under an imposed pressure field,376

outcome that recommends caution in the interpretation of the experimental377

results based on predictions obtained through Mathieu’s equation only.378

(a) (b)

(c)

Propane - air Methane - air

Hydrogen - air

Analytical curves

Figure 11: | Compilation of numerical (lines) and experimental (symbols) values of the
Markstein number as a function of the equivalence ratio for propane, methane and hy-
drogen. The experimental values were obtained from [36–41] and the theoretical models
taken from [32–34].
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For these reasons, the Markstein number variation for different mixtures379

or equivalence ratios yield modified stability criteria in the theoretical ap-380

proach, making certain amplitudes and frequencies of acoustic perturbations381

sufficient to sustain a strong coupling with the flame. This fact reinforces382

the hypothesis introduced by Aldredge and Killingsworth [13]. Veiga et al [1]383

identified the thermoacoustic transition below critical values of the Markstein384

number Mc based on experimental measurements for methane, propane and385

DME. Additionally, the numerical calculations carried out by [33, 42] made386

clear that perturbations of shorter wavelengths are predominant in the front387

as the Markstein number decreases. This conclusion matches with the clas-388

sical explanation (see 5.1 in [43]) and with our experimental observations for389

hydrogen flames, which show that the transition to the secondary oscillatory390

regime is favored in wrinkled reaction fronts of greater wave number (lower391

Lewis number).392

The dependency of the Markstein number on the equivalence ratio pre-393

dicted theoretically has been qualitatively confirmed using numerical cal-394

culations and experimental measurements for methane, propane and even395

hydrogen [36–38]. The alarming dispersion between the experimental re-396

sults provided by different authors, shown in Fig. 11, does not enable a397

quantitative validation of the theoretical analysis. Furthermore, the classi-398

cal definition of the Markstein number mentioned above in Eq. 2 assumes399

nearly-equidiffusive mixtures (Le ' 1) and large activation energy, what con-400

stitutes two primary restriction on the application of this expression to lean401
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hydrogen flames where diffusive-thermal instabilities and wide reaction re-402

gions are found, as was early discussed by Clavin and Williams [29] amongst403

others. Therefore, the validity of Mathieu’s equation and the consequent404

stability diagrams for flame-acoustic instabilities theoretically rely on flame-405

sheet model perturbations and a proper definition of M , yet to be clarified406

for highly-diffusive species with Le significantly below unity, and should not407

be used to interpret the experimental observations of lean hydrogen flames408

(e.g. Le ' 0.3). For the reasons stated above, an extension of the clas-409

sical stability analysis to mixtures with Lewis number significantly below410

unity is clearly required to include the effect of non-negligible reaction layer411

thickness and theoretically validate the experimental observations about the412

transition between the primary and secondary thermoacoustic oscillations413

presented here.414

4. Conclusions415

Thermoacoustic instabilities in narrow channels are studied experimen-416

tally for very lean hydrogen-air premixed flames. In particular, the effect of417

equivalence ratio, channel thickness and gravity on the transition from the418

primary to the secondary regime is assessed. During the primary acoustic419

oscillations, the flame remains mostly unperturbed by the pressure waves. It420

flattens and oscillates at a determined frequency until it reaches the end of421

the channel. Upon transition, the front experiences violent oscillations re-422

lated to the high acoustic pressure peaks within the chamber. Additionally,423
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the outline of the flame changes, presenting a characteristic finger-like shape424

until reaching the closed end of the chamber, where the waves are attenuated.425

The transition from primary to secondary acoustic oscillations takes place for426

hydrogen mixtures leaner than a critical value φc, geometry dependent.427

The Markstein number M has been discussed to be the best candidate to428

control the transition between the two described regimes because of its vari-429

ation with equivalence ratio, decreasing for leaner mixtures. Similar results430

were found in the experimental observations reported in [1], where methane,431

propane and dymethilether flames with a smaller average cell size (lower M )432

were acoustically unstable. This points out the importance of flame stretch433

on triggering the secondary thermoacoustic instability. These observations434

appoint the front shape as a possible parameter in the transition between the435

different instability modes identified in Fig. 4 and 5. Nevertheless, special436

care must be taken when describing the response of highly-diffusive flames437

with the available theoretical analyses.438

The importance of the combustion chamber thickness is studied by vary-439

ing h from 10 mm down to 4 mm. Three main modifications are found when440

reducing this parameter. First, the maximum acoustic pressure reduces for441

thinner channel as the viscous and heat losses become more important. Sec-442

ond, the transition from the primary to secondary regimes appears at leaner443

hydrogen-air mixtures. And third, the primary acoustic oscillations are re-444

covered for channels whose thickness is h ≤ 8 mm for very lean (φ = 0.25)445

flames. It is related to the increase of energy losses (heat loss and viscous446
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damping) to the surrounding solid walls, which provoke local extincted areas447

and break the flames, thus reducing acoustic coupling.448

Additionally, for sufficiently lean and slow flames (φ . 0.26 in our par-449

ticular configuration), gravity becomes critical regarding thermoacoustics in-450

stabilities. Is at this point when the Rayleigh-Taylor instability turns out451

to be relevant in the description of upward-propagating flames reducing the452

wrinkling of the reactive front and almost eliminating the flame-acoustics453

coupling. For ultra lean mixtures, Rayleigh-Taylor dominates the flow and454

the flame develops a characteristic smooth bubble-shaped. For these kind455

of flames, thermoacoustic instability is absent. To sum up, lean downward-456

propagating flames develop a wrinked reaction front with smaller flame cells457

and they present a greater sensibility to acoustic feedback that rises the458

acoustic pressure up to 3 kPa. Much less acoustic feedback is found in459

flames propagating upwards, with bigger average cell size and less flame460

wrinkling. A direct relation between response to corrugation through related461

flame stretch processes, characterized here by the Markstein number M , and462

acoustic coupling was found. Nevertheless, we remark that a direct applica-463

tion of the classical description (2) is not adequate in the theoretical analysis464

of highly-diffusive lean hydrogen mixtures although the behavior of these465

flames mimics those of equidiffusive mixtures in terms of acoustic coupling.466
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